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Daxinar0 3 days ago
It's not being a fanboy to expect them not to completely regress someone's character.
Maybe your Lne with Gohan being used as a jobber, with all his effort from Z being
marginalized, but I'm not. He should be training his ass off right now trying to surpass
Goku and Vegeta. They've straight up said that he can, and he chooses not to? It's simply a
waste, Gohan as a father just isn't interesting. I want to see him kick ass again, and that
shitfest with Tagoma/Ginyu most certainly does not count as that. The episode of him and
Trunks talking felt like the writers of Super were actively mocking fans of Gohan for daring
to expect him to contribute, basically putting the nail in the cofLn of his character ever
progressing. They've completely shafted him for Goku and Vegeta, when it's THEM who
should be taking a backseat to Gohan. Dragon Ball Super has effectively taken everything
that was interesting about Gohans character and thrown it in the garbage.
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If I disagree with you are you going to get upset and censor my post off of your web page?
Or can we agree to disagree and have an intelligent discussion?
To begin with, what are you talking about?! Gohan is not the only Saiyan who has
cockiness whenever he has power surges. All Saiyans do. Vegeto's cockiness, who by the
way is the fusion of Vegeta and Goku, let Buu destroy the entire earth [Buu saga DBZ].

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMHA6zkBPyM
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Gogeta's cockiness, who by the way is the fusion of Goku and Vegeta, let Omega Shenron
bring the earth to the brink of destruction with the dragon balls negative energy [Shadow
Dragon saga DBGT].
Gohan is the only mystic warrior in the Dragon Ball series. So he is an irreplaceable
necessary Lghter. And remember NOT to forget both sides of the equation with regard to
Gohan's yin and yang dichotomy as a character - Gohan hates Lghting but loves being a
hero [Saiyaman DBZ]. So Lghting he will do when he must in order to protect humanity.
You are sorely mistaken. Gohan is a strategic Lghter. For example, Gohan took on Broly
who was faster, stronger, and bigger than Gohan, but Gohan managed to nearly drowned
Broly in a river of lava by using his wits in the moment. [Go watch Broly's Second Coming
movie]. For instance, Gohan was able to Lgure out what Hirudegarn's weakness was
before anyone else including Goku knew.. [Go watch Wrath of the Dragon movie]. Gohan
began training with Piccolo, whom you admit is a strategist, when Gohan was four years
old. Piccolo was Gohan's mentor. So who do you think taught Gohan how to be a smart
Lghter? Not to mention you keep harping on how Gohan is a scholar so he is not stupid!
Ranting and bashing Gohan are you? Did you forget who created Gohan's rise and fall?
Akira Toriyama did. So do not blame Gohan for the ruination of his own character. Akira
Toriyama ruined his own Gohan - the' Gohan not our Gohan. And don't try to lame blame it
on the fans who have become victims of Akira Toriyama's own sell out. You are not going
to get away with it on my watch.
See below for details about who Gohan actually is and why Akira Toriyama really RUINED
Gohan.
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When the full-blooded Saiyans’ die the half-breed Saiyan, Gohan – the Mystic Warrior must be there to carry the TORCH – source of enlightenment.
So why isn't he? Why did Akira Toriyama create Gohan only to destroy Gohan??? It does
not make any sense!!!
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Here is a clue! Have you ever wondered why your favorite hero/heroine movies either have
no sequels to them or have sequels that are not as good as the original movie?
Gohan is a Dragon Ball character VIEWERS can RELATE to.
So Akira Toriyama decided to marginalize Gohan for the reason that Akira Toriyama's
Dragon Ball Series has been hijacked by THE POWERS THAT BE in our own world of good
and evil in order to DEPRIVE us of the AWESOME INSPIRATION GOHAN'S AURA ALWAYS
SHOT US in the NERVOUS SYSTEM with so that we will CEASE and DESIST from doing
something HEROIC to make our OWN WORLD a BETTER SAFER PLACE to live in.
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So who is going to be the greatest HERO at the end of Dragon Ball? Vegeta?! Vegeta is not
only from a superior warrior RACE - the Saiyans, but Vegeta is also the PRINCE of the
Saiyan Race. Or, maybe Trunks, who is the son of the Prince of the proud Saiyans?! After
all, only ROYALTY from the ARYAN RACE can be the BEST, right?! We are to admire them,
worship them, and serve them…those ELITISTS who are destroying our world; who are
such pathetic, pitiful BULLY COWARDS they are THREATENED by the rest of us being
INSPIRED by a mere CARTOON of Lction!
“You can’t destroy what I am. There is no end for me, no end.” [Gohan, History of Trunks,
DBZ].
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GOHAN MYSTIC WARRIOR
A Mystic Warrior is one who is an ally to God – the ultimate & absolute power source of
the entire cosmos. It is from Divine energy that one is able to UNLEASH thru righteous
anger UNLIMITED potential Lghting POWER.
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Gohan’s heroic strength is measured by the size of his compassionate heart. Gohan’s love
for humanity is so vast Gohan does NOT just Lght for his family or his friends, but for the
whole world. So God gave Gohan the gift of the mystic warrior to use for humanity's sake.
Gohan is the only Z Lghter who is a mystic warrior. No other citizen of earth has such
potential power including the Z Lghters.
Vegeta - a full-blooded Saiyan Prince is not a mystic warrior because he only Lghts since
he loves to Lght and in order to surpass Goku. Goku, whose name means, "He who saves
lives" is not a mystic warrior since although he is a hero who Lghts to protect justice he
also Lghts since he loves to Lght and in order to be number one under the sun. Gohan,
however, only Lghts to protect justice and for no other reason. So his heart is entirely pure.
For the purpose of Lghting is to no longer have to Lght. To NOT let Gohan use his one of a
kind contribution to the world is a DISGRACE.
A lot of fans love Gohan because of his awesome POWER. Some fans, like myself, love
Gohan because of his compassionate CHARACTER. Gohan’s CHARACTER and Gohan’s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMHA6zkBPyM
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POWER cannot exist one without the other for it is his PURE HEARTED rage to only Lght to
protect justice that fuels an UNLIMITED potential power in him, which makes Gohan the
strongest Lghter of all. Being that Gohan is a mystic warrior, Gohan in potential is able to
access unlimited Saiyan strength and unlimited Saiyan speed in order to attain whatever
power level is required of him to beat whichever foes emerge to threaten innocent lives
throughout the Dragon Ball Sagas.
Gohan hates to Lght but Gohan loves being a hero. In times of peace Gohan is a
HUSBAND, FATHER and SCHOLAR. But in times of war Gohan is a FIGHTER who protects
justice. But no, Gohan cannot be a husband, father, scholar, and a warrior can he? Yes he
can! Just like we people have to execute different roles in our lives in order to survive and
thrive...how much the more so Gohan can with all of his immense vigor and intense
energy.
*
GOHAN’S WELL BALANCED YIN & YANG PERSONA
MYSTIC WARRIOR
Power Guided by Love
BRAVE
Courageously Overcame Own Cowardliness
SMART
Professor of Science | Strategic Fighter
NICE
Humble
WELL BALANCED
Happy, Easy Going Yet Serious
VALUES FAMILY
Caring Husband | Attentive Father
NOBLE FIGHTER
Offers Chance to Enemies to Give Up
Only Uses Lethal Blows if No Other Way
HERO
Cares about Humanity Not just Loved Ones or Friends
Show less
Reply • 1
the saiyan 3 weeks ago
i agree with you his character devolepment is good. im a gohan fan boy and im saying
that.all i want is acomeback but i dont that they reuined him
Reply •
Wolfpack Vegeta 1 month ago
I made a similar video dude! I'm glad someone agrees with my point of view! Great video
man.
Reply • 1
maroyasha 1 month ago
Just checked it out. Looked cool. Brought up some good points.
Reply •
Mal Content 1 month ago
Most people want to see Progressive Character Development but Gohans Development in
Super is entirely regressive there is no way he should be weaker than during this time skip
than he was during the previous time skip which was longer this is what you call Character
Derailment in all honesty i think they simply want all threats to Goku and Vegeta out of the
way so they decided to retire Gohans character early which is my opinion the wrong thing
to do Gohan can be both a Lghter and a family man in fact he should have more incentive
to Lght now than ever before due to the fact that he is a family man.
http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/CharacterDerailment
Show less
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Pearl_TheSuperSaiyan 1 month ago
Screw this Super did ruin Gohan
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Reply •
201 Nak 1 month ago
Is for gohan own good, he want to had a peace live with a family anyway
Reply •
Ethan Frater 1 month ago
they did mess him up. he's small as a rock and he haven't train for 7yr and still buff. a few
months after the buu arc he's small as crap.
Reply •
Alissa MewMew 1 month ago
That was an art style change.
Reply •
Ethan Frater 1 month ago
now stop. gohan can beat Frost. gohan will make a comeback. mark those words
Reply • 1
The Ultimate Nimbus 2 months ago
Exactly dude and Gohan is my favorite character too. The only issue is that Super literally
shoves him to the side as if he doesnt exist and that you see him every 10 episodes. He
did say he wanted to join the tournament to test his new power but canceled cause its the
same day as the conference. Thats not the issue cool he has a conference but the issue is
when at the end of the arc he doesnt want the job anymore..... wtf was the point of doing
so if they knew he wasnt gonna take the job. Super literally said Fuck you Gohan and it still
isnt the biggest issue still cause i understand he wants to take a conference and i respect
that but then you take that Piccolo took "Gohan's place" in the tournament just to Forfeit
his turn... They literally couldve even made him replace Buu since he didnt even participate
Since Gohan is really smart he would ace it. Dont misunderstand tho i love Gohan and how
he is a family man but its the way Super handles this character. Like wtf was even the point
in telling us every 2 minutes in the RoF arc about how he wants to become strong to
protect his loved ones and then he trains then stops training again? Like it wouldnt be an
issue if they never kept shoving him wanting to become stronger in the arc. But people
need too understand that he is a scholar and family man and your so called Badass Gohan
(Future gohan) "is awesome and not a bitch" well Trunks stated that even he wanted to be
a scholar really bad and was forced to Lght to survive. Im Happy for Gohan but come one
man Super needs to stop giving false hope to us at times lol. LOL SORRY I RAMBLED SO
LONG. DIDNT EVEN NOTICE.
Show less
Reply • 1
Baam the SSJ Baller 2 months ago
Exactly! Gohan WANTED to be a scholar! It's not chi chi's fault or DB Super's fault!!!!!!!!!!
Reply •
Baam the SSJ Baller 2 months ago
And also with the cockiness
Reply •
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